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society's 'social imaginary" Paul Ricoeur, "Myth as the Bearer of Possible 
Worlds" in Debatesin ContinentalPhilosophy(New York: Fordham Univer- 
sity Press, 2004): "Beyond or beneath the self-understanding of a society 
there is an opaque kernel which cannot be reduced to empirical norms or 
laws. This kernel cannot be explained in terms of some transparent model 
because it is constitutive of a culture before it can be expressed and 
reflected in specific representations or ideas. It is only if we try to grasp this 
kernel that we may discover the foundational mythopoetic nucleus of a 
society. By analysing itself in terms of such a foundational nucleus (or social 
imaginary) a society comes to a truer understanding of itself; it begins to 
critically acknowledge its own symbolising identity." 

31. Ibid., 7-8. 

Money and the Interpretive Turn: 
Some Considerations 
STEVEN HORWITZ, St Lawrence University 

~lthough Gary Madison is first and foremost a philosopher, in the oldest and 
best sense of the term, his work spans, and is accessible to, thinkers in a 
wide range of disciplines. For some of us in economics, Madison's work on 
epistemology and methodology, and his work on the Austrian school of 
economics in particular, has been invaluable in sorting out what economic 
analysis might mean in a postmodern world. Economics has long been 
charged with being overly devoted to an atomistic version of individualism 
imbued with all the glories and faults of modernity. Madison has cogently 
argued that not all of economics is guilty of that charge. F. A. Hayek and 
much of the rest of the modern Austrian school that emerges from his work 
are largely immune to those postmodern criticisms. I n  fact, the Austrians 
can be read in a highly postmodern way that sees their methodological 
perspective as pointing toward a more interpretive and more philosophically 
sophisticated way to understand the project of economics and the 
associated social sciences.' 
I wish to show in this paper how one of the most fundamental of all 

economic institutions, money, nicely illustrates the way in which a more 
postmodern and interpretive conception of knowledge and the task of the 
social sciences can render such institutions intelligible. I n  exploring both the 
origin of money and its use in a developed market economy, I will attempt 
to apply Madison's philosophical perspective along with Austrian work on 
money. Specifically, I hope to show that this understanding of money 
embodies the continual tacking back and forth between the "individual" and 
the 'social" that is the hallmark of properly done social science. Money also 
Performs other important tasks in an advanced economy, and this same 
interpretive perspective can shed light on those as well. I will devote some 
time to the role of money in facilitating economic calculation and explore 
what kinds of institutions would be best for supplying money to the 
economy. 

Austrian Economics, Methodological Individualism, and Social 
Institutions 

In  several papers, Madison has explored the methodological ideas of the 
Austrian school of economics, and F. A. Hayek in ~art icular.~ Those explor- 
ations have highlighted two related themes. The first is Hayek's attack on 
Scientism and defense of what Austrians term "subjectivism," but what is, 

i for Madison, a properly interpretive approach to the human sciences. The 
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second theme is Hayek's sophisticated understanding of methodological 
individualism, with its clear understanding of the complex relationship 
between the "individual" and the "social." The Austrian approach to 
understanding social phenomena is an attempt to understand how social 
"wholes" (institutions such as markets, money, and the like) emerge as 
unintended consequences of human action. As Hayek's former student, 
Ludwig Lachmann, put it: "Economics has two tasks. The first is to make 
the world around us intelligible in terms of human action and the pursuit of 
plans. The second is to trace the unintended consequences of such act i~n."~ 

It is worth noting how Lachmann's definition of the task of economics 
includes both "authorial intention," in the form of individual plans, as well 
as the social meaning that emerges as unintended consequences of each 
person's plans interacting with the plans of others. For Austrians, the expla- 
natory task of economics, though starting with individuals, is emphatically 
not reductionistic, in that social institutions cannot be reducedtoindividual 
plans and intentions. Rather, social institutions are social precisely because 
they are the products of no one's intentions. 

Moreover, those social institutions feed back onto individuals, in that we 
would not be able to function in the world without the coherence and 
guidance that social institutions provide for us. We constantly operate in a 
world that, in a fundamental sense, we have not created. We are born into 
a world full of preexisting social structures and meanings that constrain and 
mold our behavior. There is a growing literature on the economics of insti- 
tutions that focuses on the apparent paradox that by constraining our 
options, social institutions "free" us. By limiting the scope of our choices, 
social institutions enhance our ability to coordinate our behavior by making 
that behavior more predictable. As Lachmann argued, institutions 

enable each of us to rely on the actions of thousands of anonymous 
others about whose individual purposes and plans we can know 
nothing. They are nodal points of society, coordinating the actions 
of millions whom they relieve of the need to acquire and digest 
detailed knowledge about others and form detailed expectations 
about their future actionm4 

Madison captures this Austrian understanding of the relationship between 
social institutions and methodological individualism in the following way: ! 

I 

Hayek's individualism must be understood epi~emo~ogicallyand not 
metaphysically. ... A metaphysical individualism would be one which 
posits the ontological priority of the individual over society, 'society' 

I 

having only a secondary sort of reality-status. I n  contrast, an 
'epistemological' individualism would be one which maintains, not 
that the individual exists prior to the social or that the social can be 
'reduced' to the individual, but that an understanding of social 
orders, how they are constituted and how they function, can be 
achieved by viewing them in the light of the activities of myriad 
individoal agents, as, so to speak, the 'in which' and 'by which' 
individuals are able to exist as individuals.' 

The lest clause of this passage provides suitable language for thinking 
about the role of economic and social institutions in the Austrian analysis. 
I n  their role as constraints on, and coordinators of, human action, institu- 
tions are the "medium" in which individuals are able to act. 

As we shall see in what follows, this is especially true of money and the 
process of economic calculation. To anticipate that discussion briefly here: 
the rationality of market actors is not anything internal to human beings in 
general, or certain human beings in particular, but is instead a result of 
those human beings operating in a social environment that provides them 
with a context that makes rational action possible. Market institutions are 
thenin which" and 'by which" human beings are able to act rationally in an 
economic context. This is but a specific application of the more general 
Hayekian insight that human culture is not a product of our reason, but 
rather our reason is a product of our cu~ture.~ 

I n  the Austrian view, the economy is a web of meaning in which human 
actors operate, often without fully comprehending what they are doing and 
why. Hayek's famous analysis of the communicative function of prices is the 
best example of this way of thinking. As prices emerge as the unintended 
consequences of individual acts of buying and selling, they serve as a 
medium for making the private, and often tacit, knowledge of individuals 
available in a form that others can access. When people buy particular 
products, they are sending a message to others about how much they value 
those products. Importantly, the buyers need not be consciously aware of 
why they value the good; all they need to do is to acton their preferences 
and the message is sent. Of course, the refusal to buy a certain good at a 
certain price also sends a message of equal importance. Market prices, for 
both the goods that we buy as consumers and the inputs (raw materials, 
capital, etc.) that producers purchase, are a sophisticated communication 
process, without which both producers and consumers would be unable to 
draw meaning from the economic institutions in which they find themselves. 
I f  the economy is a web of meaning, those meanings are constituted by the 
prices that people are willing and unwilling to pay. 
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Money and the Interplay of the Individual and the Social 

I 

The picture of the economy that Austrians paint is one of a complex set 
of interconnected institutions that provide a context of meaning for the 
economic actions of individuals. This order of institutions is beyond the 
power of an individual or group to construct whole cloth, in much the way 

My investigation of money begins with a definition. Among economists, 
money is usually defined as "a generally accepted medium of exchange." 
This definition embodies, I would argue, the interplay between the indivi- 
dual and the social that is, or should be, the hallmark of philosophically 
sound work in the human sciences. I n  particular, this definition reminds us 
of the fundamentally social nature of money as an economic institution. 
Despite the popular association of money with extreme forms of individual- 
ism and acquisitiveness, money's role as a socialinstitu~on is, as Madison 1 
reminds us, "that of facilitating human transactions and interactions, i.e., I 
the conversation of the market place. The essence ofmoney, itcould there- 
fore be said, Jes entire@ in its communicative value." A brief deconstruc- 
tion of our definition, illustrated by economist Carl Menger's theory of the 
origin of money, can illuminate both money's communicative role and how 1 
an interpretive approach can help us to understand it. I 

Like all social institutions, money's functions cannot be understood 
outside of some reference to individuals and their intentions. Of course, that 
is only where the analysis begins, not where it ends. I n  the case of money, 
the definition points clearly to those individual intentions with the phrase 
"medium of exchange." Money's purpose, to the individual actor, is to make 
it easier for him to acquire the goods he wishes to consume. Menger's 
theory of the origin of money, which is to Austrian economists the exem- 
plary story of undesigned order, begins in a barter world, where people 
attempt to trade consumption goods directly for consumption goods.1° The 
problem with barter is the difficulty in obtaining a double Coincidence of 
wants. Not only must I find someone who wishes to sell what I wish to buy, I 

1 1  
1 ~ 1  

but that person must also wish to buy what I have to sell, i.e., he must 
have what I want and want what I have. Compare this situation to a 
money-using economy where we take it as given that the seller wants what 
we have (money), and the only question is finding someone who has what 
we want. We will return to this point shortly. 

Menger argued that individuals faced with these trading difficulties will 
look for ways to alleviate the problem. The most likely scenario is that some 
people will recognize the advantages of holding stocks of goods that they 
believe others will wish to trade for. Suppose I make shoes and wish to 
trade for eggs. I might have problems finding egg sellers who are also in 
the market for shoes. However, suppose I could trade a pair of shoes for 
some third good, one that I believed was more easily saleable than shoes. 
For example, suppose I could find someone who needed shoes and had 
some corn he was willing to part with. I could then take the corn, which is 
likely to be more easily saleable than the shoes, and go back to the egg- 
seller and consummate the trade. Ironically, it might well be more efficient 
for me to trade shoes for eggs in two steps than in one, if the intermediary 
good (the corn) is quite easily saleable. 

Although the notion of a "medium of exchange" can only be understood 
by Scaflingwith the attempts of individuals to acquire the things they wish, 
we are eventually taken to a point where those individuals must begin to 
take account of the "other" in discovering how best to do so. The evolution 
of money as a social institution requires that individuals behave socially, in 
the Schutzian sense of having to take into account the expectations of 
others in forming their own expectations of the future. Our individual trader 
cannot avoid the fact that he exists in a world of other minds and other 
traders performing actions similar to his own. He must make use of his 
culturally acquired knowledge of others in order to determine what sorts of 
goods might work best as media of exchange. The idea of saleability, which 
is what enables some goods to serve as media of exchange, is not a 
physical characteristic of goods that can be discovered through science, but 
a market characteristic that goods acquire due to their cultural or economic 
significance. 

This last point is crucial because it points to the central role of inter- 
pretation in this process. What makes something function as money is the 
fact that others find it valuable and are always willing to trade for it. The 
traditional view that the key characteristics of a money commodity are that 
it is portable, easily divisible, relatively scarce and nonperishable are not 
nearly enough. Those characteristics might be necessary but they are surely 
not sufficient to make something money. Before we are concerned with 
those physical characteristics, the medium of exchange must be valued by 

that any web of meaning elsewhere in social or cultural interaction cannot 
be so constructed. The wholes in which we operate are much more than 
the sum of their parts, and we can only come to know a small portion of the 
overall structure. I n  Hayek's words, "The curious task of economics is to 
demonstrate to men how little they really know about what they imagine 
they can de~ign."~ Because the economy is fundamentally something no 
one has consciously made, it becomes a given into which we are "thrown" 

1 1  and through which we interact, rather than some clay, external to us, with 
which we can create models of our own design.' 
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others. Without that value, it is not easily saleable and cannot fulfill the 
functions of money. To Austrian economists, goods that might serve as 
money must be subjectively valued by a large number of people.'' Madison 
misses this point a bit in his discussion of the evolution of money. He 
writes: "in previous ages money was a tangible, material sort of things 
(having an 'intrinsic' value of its own): pieces of gold or tobacco leaves."12 
Although "intrinsic" is put in quotes, his example of gold belies the claim of 
intrinsic value. Gold served well as a medium of exchange because people 
believed it to be beautiful or to possess special powers. The physical 
characteristics of gold (in the sense of industrial uses or the like) were not 
that well known. It served well as money because people simply thought it 
was beautiful and wished to possess it (and it did meet the portability, etc. 
criteria noted above). 

The idea of saleability takes us to the "social" portion of our definition 
of money: that it be "generally accepted." I n  the barter economy, traders 
who are good cultural interpreters will choose intermediate goods that are 
more saleable. As a result, tlhey will be more successful in executing their 
trades and acquiring what they desire. I n  other words, they will get "rich" 
more quickly than others who try to use less saleable goods. Again, in 
attempting to achieve our own individual purposes in a market context, we 
are forced to confront the fact that we must interact with others in order 
to do so. I n  the context of the barter economy, those who are better 
attuned to what others want will be more successful. The attempt to 
determine what goods could serve as media of exchange is a true act of 
interpretive understanding.13 Actors are, in Gadamer's well-known form- 
ulation, attempting to 'fuse horizons" with others with whom they trade so- 
as to find what goods would serve this trading purpose best. 

I n  Menger's theory, a social learning process begins to unfold that sorts 
out the better prospective moneys from the worse ones. As noted earlier, 
those who use intermediary goods that are more valued by others will have 
more successful exchanges. Menger theorizes that these successes will be 
noticed by others, who will then imitate the behavior of the successful. This 
imitation process provides a way for people to discover what goods are 
more or less saleable without ever having explicitly to ask others, or to 
articulate reasons, why that is the case. As the behavior of the successful 
is imitated, the demand for the goods they are using as intermediaries 
increases, making them still more saleable than before. This begins a 
snowballing process that concludes with a very small number of goods, no 
more than one or two, being the most saleable good(s), or what we call 
money. By being the most saleable, they can legitimately be called "gener- 
ally accepted" media of exchange. This general acceptance distinguishes 
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them not just quantitatively but qualitatively from other goods \ that might 
be npartially" accepted as media of exchange." 

Once a good has become institutionalized as money, it the!, begins to 
feed back on the behavior of individuals in the ways we nooted in the 
previo~S section. Prices of goods and services are now all in terms 
of this single good. Changes in the supply of, and demand for, ! the money 
commodity can have wide-ranging effects on the economy. Thhe key here 
is that money becomes half of virtually every exchange in the nmarket. put 
another way, every market is a market for money because Eall markets 
where people buygoods and services are also markets where ! people 
rnoney.15 The money commodity has now become the "by vWhich~ and 
"through which" almost all economic activity takes place. It is there where 
the analogies with language become obvious. I n  much the W*ay that our 
thoughts are constituted in language, so do our economic actio,,, become 
constituted in terms of money and money prices. Just as we caannot think 
or understand except through some language, SO can we nott engage in 
economic behavior except through the institution of money. L i k ~ , ~  language, 
money and a money price system are only useful to the extent ,: that others 
also make use of it. Both are, in the end, communication proc€essesm 

Many of these insights are lost by both defenders and Crritics of the 
market when they treat money in ways that are overly indivicidUalistic or 
rationalistic. I f  money is only understood as playing a role in, the capital 
accumulation activities of individuals, or if it is just the n" good iin the utility 
maximization functions of individuals in a general equilibrium system, its 
centrally social characteristics will be overlooked. For Marxists,, this means 
missing money's irreplaceable communicative role, and for rneoclassical 
economists it means missing the complex interactions and fe$dback that 
are seen when one refuses to head down the blind alley of ~~~d~~-i~~ist 
methodological individualism. The more sophisticated and iinterpretive 
methodology of Menger, Hayek, and the Austrians opens up morney to these 
insights. 

Economic Calculation as Interpretive Understanding 

I n  his excellent discussion of the economic order in Chapt?, 4 of ;The 
Political Economy of Civl Society and Human Rights, Madison touches on 
the fundamentally important issue of economic calculation. Ear Austrian 
economists, the importance of economic calculation is twofol~d. ~ i ~ ~ t  and 
foremost, understanding the role of prices and how entrepreneu,,, use them 
to formulate and execute their produdion plans is foundational to an 
understanding of the market process. Second, this insight alsq shows why 
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attempts to abolish or intervene in the market through the use of the state 
are likely to fail. By abolishing or distorting markets, the communicative 
function of market prices is eliminated or undermined, leaving producers in 
the dark as to what to do and how to do it. 

The importance of economic calculation flows from our earlier discussion 
of money's role as a social institution. I n  addition, the way in which 
producers make use of market prices is another example of the interaction 
of the individual and social (or of the parts and the whole) that character- 
izes so much of postpositivist and postmodern philosophy. Put simply, 
economic actors find themselves in a delicate web of meaning delineated 
by market prices, and like other such webs of meaning these prices must 
be built up through the free actions of individuals in order to perform their 
semiotic function adequately. 

The theme of Madison's chapter referred to above is that the market 
process can be well characterized as an ongoing conversation that uses 
money and money prices rather than language as its medium of communi- 
cation. I n  making this argument Madison claims that "In a free market 
economy, just about everything that market participants need to know is 
conveyed to them directly by m~netaryprices.."'~ Although the spirit of this 
argument is sound, surprisingly enough it treats the entrepreneurial process 
of economic calculation too mechanistically, if not too objectivistically. By 
suggesting that "just about everything" that producers need to know comes 
to them through prices, Madison shortchanges the role that producers (and 
perhaps consumers) play as active interpreters of both prices and the 
market more broadly. Indeed, producers must make use of the irreplace- 
able knowledge embodied in market prices, but that knowledge is not 
nearly sufficient for economic action. The "reading" of those prices is an a d  
of interpretation imbued with the Gadamerian prejudices of the producers. 
I n  addition, the use to which those interpretations are put involve the 
creative imagining of an alternative future, based on the producer's 
interpretation of the "text" of the market. All economic actions are like 
hypotheses or Popperian conjectures. They are informed guesses about 
what others might want based on the actor's interpretations of the "data." 

I f  we break this process down into individual steps, the role of inter- 
pretation becomes clearer. The entrepreneur examines the data of the 
market and sees in it possibilities that no one else has seen so far. This is 
the quality that Israel Kiuner refers to as "alertne~s."'~ The entrepreneur, 
by being alert to possible interpretations of market prices, enables us to 
discover uses of resources hitherto unimagined. The role of market prices 
here is instructive. The entrepreneur by necessity must start in a given 
world of meaning, namely the current array of prices. As with any 
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conversation, one must understand the context into which one is stepping. 
One cannot simply begin chattering away on any subject; the conversation 
has preexisting meanings. Discovering that meaning is largely facilitated by 
market prices, as Madison points out. However, that is only the beginning 
of the entrepreneur's task. 

Prices do not speak for themselves any more than words do. The 
entrepreneur must take those prices and interpret what they are saying. 
These interpretations must be in light of what the entrepreneur expects the 
future array of prices to be. As Kirzner argues, entrepreneurs make profits 
by buying up resources at today's prices and transforming them into a 
product that will sell for a higher price in the future, at the end of the 
production process. Those profits are what, if anything, is left over after 
selling the transformed good at the higher price, subtracting the costs of 
acquiring the inputs (including labor) and accounting for the passage of 
time by discounting by the interest rate. Profiting by entrepreneurial 
activity, however, means interpreting existing prices better than the compe- 
tition and by more accurately imagining what will happen in the future 
(what people will buy and at what price) than others. Of course "what 
happens in the future" is also dependent to some degree on the entrepre- 
neur's own actions. The information provided by existing prices is only the 
first step in this process. 

A successful entrepreneur must make use of the "thymological" know- 
ledge we referred to earlier. The entrepreneur uses her faculty of interpre- 

1 tive understanding to "read" the text of culture and formulate an interpreta- 

I lion of what it is that people want.'' That cultural interpretation combined 
with the information provided by existing market prices, made possible by 
monetary exchange, are what lead the entrepreneur to act in the way she 
does. It is important to note that entrepreneurial reaction is not simply a 

1 mechanical response to price "inputs," as production is often portrayed in 
mainstream economic models. The entrepreneur is not a mirror of economic 
nature, but an active, interpreting subject who sees the economic world 
through the eyes of her own experience and knowledge. I n  Gadamerian 
terms, she brings her prejudices to bear on price data to form an imagina- 
tive view of the future which she then moves to create. This is what 
Austrians mean when they say that economic competition is a discovery 
process.lg The entrepreneur creates new knowledge by creatively interpret- 
ing the economic and cultural text with which she is presented. 

I Money prices inform the entrepreneur's ability to calculate numerically 
I whether her actions are, or were, successful. As Peter Boettke argues, 

prices perform this role in three different ways.20 Prices, as we have seen 
above, provide information before the entrepreneur acts about whether 

I 
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what she wishes to do is likely to be successful. Prices provide information 
about the current state of affairs in the market and allow the producer t o  
formulate a budget and a plan of action. Prices also tell the entrepreneur 
afterthe fact whether what she has done was worth doing. The information 
accountants collect and interpret tell producers about whether what they 
have done was value-creating or not. This, of course, is an extremely 
valuable feedback process that enables markets to generate orderly 
outcomes, just as (as Madison notes) analogous processes work to produce 
"truth" in the marketplace of ideas. Finally, prices enable potential entre- 
preneurs to be alert to opportunities to take advantage of what the); 
perceive to be discrepancies between "what is" and "what could be." Prices 
prompt the discovery of the hitherto unseen. 

I n  understanding this interaction between entrepreneurs and the price 
system, we can also tackle the issue of the rationality of market actors. 
Unlike a more Cartesian view, where the rationality of individuals in the 
market is a product of their genetic or mental constitution (the approach 
usually taken in mainstream economics), this more interpretive, Austrian 
view locates the rationality of actors under capitalism as an attribute of the 
sysfem rather than of the individuals who inhabit it. I n  a Weberian sense, 
the market makes the man. What markets do, by serving as communication 
processes, is enable actors to behave rationally within them. One could take 
the best entrepreneur in the market and place her in a government 
bureaucracy and she would find it very difficult to operate successfully. This 
would not simply be because the rules of the game are different, which 
they are, but because economic efficiency is very difficult to achieve in an 
institutional context that lacks meaningful market prices to serve as sources 
of inf~rmation.~' The rationality of the market is, as Madison argues, a 
communicative rationality that emerges from the process as a whole: "The 
market economy can be said to be irrational only to the extent that one 
entertains an overly ratlbnalisficconception of rationality, one which in fact 
reduced reason to mere instrumental, means-end (utility maximizing) 
rational it^."^ 

~ a r k e t  efficiency and rationality emerge out of the continued circular 
interaction between the individual and the whole. Individual acts of 
economic calculation are made possible by the social process of the market, 
and the choices that result from such calculations are what comprise that 
very process. There is a constant iteration between the unintended social 
consequences that unfold in the market as a whole and the intended plans 
of entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs act within the web of meaning known as 

the market. That web of meaning is made possible by the existence of 
money and its use as a generally accepted medium of exchange. 

Monetary Institutions and the Market Process 

~l though Madison never directly addresses the question, the issue of what 
kinds of institutions are best able to supply money to the market is worth 
a brief discussion. Even among many people very sympathetic to the 
efficacy of the market process, money is often singled out as one of the 
goods or services that should be supplied by government. The argument 
usually proceeds from the assumption that money is a fundamental or 
framework good, in that stability in its value is essential for there even to 
be a market in the first place. It is often, in this way, linked with the 
provision of law and related legal services, in that i t  is argued that law must 
be produced from outside the market process in order for there to be a 
market process at all.23 This argument is flawed in two ways. First, it is 

I flawed in its belief that the market is less capable than the state of 
providing a money of more stable value. Second, it also misses the "dialog- 
ical" relationship between the evolution of money and the evolution of the 
market process. The use of "outside" and "inside" the market assumes a 
sort of one-way causality between money and the market, when in fact the 
relationship between the two institutions is mutually reinforcing and 
circular. 

I The technical issues in monetary theory that could more rigorously 

I establish the claim that money (both currency and deposits) can be 
produced by the market are well beyond the scope of this paper. My own 
earlier work on this subject offers both theoretical and historical reasonsfor 
this position.24 Briefly, it can be argued that the fact that money is so 

I important to the market is not a case that the market should not or cannot 
provide it. After all, one could say much the same thing about food, but if 
socialism, particularly in its African variant, has taught us anything, it is that 
markets do a far better job in providing this fundamental good than does 
the state. The Western world's history of state-generated inflation should 
immediately cast doubt on the argument with respect to money. Moreover, 
where money has been largely free of state monopolization and regulation, 

1 banking systems have performed extraordinarily well, avoiding both major 
changes in the value of money and bank failures as well as other 
problems.25 As it is, the vast majority of the money supply in most countries 

I is already privately produced in the form of bank deposits. It is the 
production of currency (paper money) that is the real issue, along with 
various government regulations of bank  operation^.^^ I n  almost every 
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historical example one could ,-,anfie, the advent of government regulation of 
money and central bankng morie broadly has been brought on not by the 
failure of free market syrstems, but by either the failure of existing 
regulations or by the desire of governments to manipulate the monetary 

for their own fiscal bene:fit.27 
At a more philosophical lev&I, however, the interaction between the 

development of money and the evolution of the market process is a case 
of mutual influence. Often times,, the argument seems to be that one needs 
a fully developed money, or mlonetary system, in order for the market 
Process to work with any effe&i~eness. This is simply not the case both 
theoretically and hirtorically. wh'at we see, in fact, is that monetary institu- 
tions co-evolve with market prO(cesses and through their mutual feedback 
Produce monetary institutions appropriate to the developmental stage of 
the economy in question. ~ R e r  all, in Menger's theory of the origin of 
money, markets (at least in the gense of exchanges) existed before money, 
as it was those barter exchang$s that produced money in the first place. 
Once one good becomes the generally accepted medium of exchange, it 
Surely hastens the developmerlt of more, and more complex forms of, 
exchange. Those ,orecomp~e~ exchanges in turn create a demand for new 
and different kinds of money (think of the development of bills of exchange 
and other forms of credit alorlg with checking accounts and electronic 
transfers). Banking has aliays co-evolved with the market more generally. 

The view that some institutidns (like money) are external to markets is, 
I in my view, insuRciently subjecfi~ist (in the Austrian sense of the term). It 

fails to take seriously the viewP~ints of market actors and the theorist." It 
I is true that in some cases we may wish to take the evolution of money as 

I a given (i.e., external to the market) in order to analyze how some market 
II institution evolves However, the idea that money is external in this sense 

I is not an objedive'truth. ~t is assumption made by the theorist in order 
to. explore a pafiicular of interest to him. I n  the same way, we 
mlght hold some other institutiolI constant, say contract law, in order to see 

1 I how money has evolved within. the constmints of that institution. Which 1 1  1 1  Institutions are to wh~ch ~nst~tut~ons depends on the actor's and 
the theoriws point ofview. claim that money is a "framework"good that 
must be provided from \\the outside" in order for the market process to exist 
at all succumbs to this error. I 

Furthermore, if the arguments raised in the previous section about the I 

efficacy of monetav calculatjofl are correct, why should money itself be I 

exempt from those claims. If prc)fit-seeking actors operating in an unhamp- 
ered market are able to act based on the signals generated by 

I 

I l  
that market, why should the producers of money be Prevented from doing 

so? Why not allow the quantity of checking account balances and currency 
to be produced with an eye toward those same signals? As it currently 
stands, the production of currency (and other so-called base money) is 
guided only by the wisdom of central bankers. While some may be very 
wise (e.g., Alan Greenspan's success at reducing inflation in the United 
States), it seems quite risky to let the quality of a good as important as 
money be dependent upon the skills of one person or a small group of 
central bankers. Instead, the individual bankers across the economy could, 
and should, be allowed to take advantage of market signals to guide them 
in producing the correct quantities of all kinds of different moneys. I n  other 
words, we can make use of the far superior communicativerationality of the 
market process, rather than relying on the indivdualrationality of central 
bankers. As Lavoie argues, we need to distinguish between the role of 
intelligence of individuals and the social intelligence of the system within 
which they operate: "when we study a social system, we have to focus on 
the method of mutual coordination among the individuals, and not only on 
the intelligence of the average individual, in order to determine the system's 
social intel~igence.'"~ Opening up the production of money (or any other 
good whose production is guided by distinct individuals operating in non- 
market processes) enables us to take advantage of that superior social 
intelligence. 

Again, it is in some sense circular to argue that you need money prices 
to produce the money you need to have in order to get money prices. But, 
like other such circles, it is really a spiral, in that each step forward for one 
is a push forward for the other. Money makes markets possible and markets 
make money possible. 

Conclusion 

I f  economics as a discipline can learn anything from the economically 
informed philosophical work of Gary Madison, it is to temper our language 
about rationality. It is not merely that economists think people and institu- 
tions are more rational than they really are, but, as Madison has noted, that 
they have an outmoded notion of rationality to use as a basis for compari- 
son. Hayek has argued that rationality should be understood in the Humean 
sense of "using reason to whittle down the claims of reason." This view 
nicely links together the reasonable concept of reason of the Scottish 
Enlightenment with the equally reasonable conceptions of reason that are 
part of the "interpretive turn." A more sophisticated understanding of 
human knowledge and human social interaction can shed new light on even 
the oldest and apparently most mundane institutions, such as money. 
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Madison's work provides an effective set of philosophical and political ideas 
that economists can look to as they begin to re-ask the old questions in 
new ways, and, with a little luck, get some better answers. 
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Warfare, Reason, and Moral Truths 
PETER McCORMICK, International Academy o f  Phjlosophy (Liechtenstein) 

The "Sublimity" of Warfare 

In  the first appendix to his short treatise PerpetualPea~e(1795)~ Kant speaks 
of war. He writes: "War itself requires no special motive but appears to be 
engrafted on human nature; it passes even for something noble .... Often 
war is waged only in order to show valour; thus an inner dignity is ascribed 
to war itself, and even some philosophers have praised it as an ennoblement 
of humanity."' Kant clearly sees war as a violation of the moral law within. 
Yet his talk here of war being able to'pass for something noble," of war for 
some as "an ennoblement of humanity," and even of war as comprising "an 
inner dignity" recalls his earlier, even more striking, claim in the Crtique o f  
Judgment(1790). There, Kant writes: 'Even war has something sublime about 
it if it is carried on in an orderly way and with respect for the sanctity of the 
citizens' rights. At the same time it makes the way of thinking of a people 
that carries it on in this way all the more sublime in proportion to the number 
of dangers in the face of which it courageously stood its ground.'" 

With these puzzling observations in mind, I would like to investigate briefly 
just what sense we can make of Kant's astonishing, even shocking, remarks 
that war may properly be taken as something sublime. My central concern 
is to attract fresh philosophical attention to still neglected conceptions that 
may be put at the service of our efforts today to rethink the cardinal concerns 
of a philosophical ethics for societies like our own that are in the midst of 
what I would call a cultural revolution. At the end of our own bloodiest of 
centuries, however, I shall set aside Kant's naive suppositions that wars can 
be carried on "in an orderly way and with respect for the sanctity of the citizens' 
rights." Rather, I shall take my inspiration from Kant's much darker anthropolog- 
ical allusions here to what he obscurely callsnhuman nature." I will foreground 
his terrifyingly prescient remarks about "men who are so inclined that they 
should destroy each other and thus find perpetual peace in the vast grave 
that swallows both the atrocities and their  perpetrator^."^ I begin with an 
historical description of one central instance only of twentieth-century warfare. 

From July 11-13 of 1943, in what many historians today hold to be the 
essential turning point of the Second World War, Soviet Marshall Grigori 
Zhukhov's defensive strategies for achieving an implacable attrition in the 
Kursk Salient in Ukraine in one of the greatest tank battles in history slowly 
and terribly ground down Field Marshall Erich von Manstein's unremitting 
yet reluctant offensive just to the west of Voronezh in eighteen hours of 
horrendous suffering in the "slaughter of Prokhorovka." Hitler had planned 
his "Operation Citadel" originally for April, then gave orders for the operation 
to begin in May, then again postponed the operation repeatedly. Operation 


